Radial distribution functions around the whole solute, as well as the center of masses of the oxygen and nitrogen containing sites (colored in red and green in Fig. S1 , respectively) were calculated for MQ and C153 in the ground and excited state. Fig. S2 depicts the radial distribution functions in water. Upon excitation, mainly the distribution around the oxygen site, which loses both electron densities and hydrogen bonds, changes. The polarizable and nonpolarizable force field produce nearly identical structures.
: Oxygen sites (red) and nitrogen sites (green) of MQ and C153 used in the analysis of radial distribution functions. Fig. S3 depicts the radial distribution functions in methanol. The changes in solvent structure upon excitation are stronger for MQ than for C153. Again, mainly the structure around the oxygen site of MQ differs between the ground and excited state. The inclusion of polarizability to the force field does not change the solvent structure.
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Electronic Supplementary Material (ESI) for Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics. This journal is © the Owner Societies 2019 Since no hydrogen bonds occur between both chromophores and the solvent, no specific interactions or large changes were found for the oxygen site in MQ upon excitation. The solvent structure undergoes considerable changes upon inclusion of polarizability to the solvent models, especially at the oxygen sites of the two chromophores.
Mass of Drude particles
The masses of the Drude particles were set to 0.2 amu to be consistent with the Drude masses in the employed ionic liquid force field. To ensure that the choice of the mass does not affect any of our results we conducted additional simulations with a Drude mass of 0.4 amu for MQ in water and methanol, as well as C153 in methanol. The obtained dipole moment distributions, radial distribution functions and absolute time-dependent Stokes shifts are depicted in Fig. S5 S4 Table S1 lists the fit parameters of the fit function
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